
Celebrating A Decade Of Love
Well,  more  than  a  decade,  actually  –  Friday  is  the  10th
anniversary of our wedding day, although we were together for
a few years before we got married.  We would actually have
celebrated our 10th anniversary over a year ago if we had gone
through with an elopement at the chapel in the Mall of America
we  contemplated  back  in  the  day,  but  we  had  a  beautiful
wedding a year and a half later instead.  At the time, I was
sure I had the man of my dreams, so it wasn’t cold feet
stopping me, but I guess I was just too immature to get out
from the parental nest at the time to get married after only
knowing my husband for a few weeks – I was only nineteen,
after all, twenty by the time we actually tied the knot – not
even old enough to legally toast my own marriage – hehe!  But
anyway, back to the awesome weekend here in 2009…

We had a wonderful anniversary celebration.  Our family and
friends are so awesome; we had a great time and got lots of
lovely gifts, including a brand-new top notch microwave – now
I just have to figure out how to work it!  But seriously, that
was so nice; they didn’t have to do that – we were just glad
they came to celebrate with us.  We had a little ceremony at
the community theater that’s become such a huge part of our
lives, and I was SO nervous for WEEKS beforehand about getting
on stage and talking in front of people.  The Sunday before
the ceremony, my husband and I actually had it worked out
where HE would read the vows I wrote to him.  But as the week
went on, I just couldn’t rest with that decision – I wanted to
say how I felt and be the one to read my own words – and I’m
really glad I found it in myself to do so.   Besides, my
anxiety about the event actually calmed as the day went on –
the miracle I was praying for, maybe?  A small miracle; no
one’s life or health was at stake, but I was far from my
normal “freak out”, and that was new for me.  So maybe I will
find it within myself to audition  for Joseph and the Amazing
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Technicolor Dreamcoat, ha.  I do love the show and could
probably handle being in the chorus, but I don’t think I’d be
able to sing in front of the director to try out.  And what if
I actually did that and didn’t even get cast in the chorus –
YIKES!  Just not worth it to me – I’ll have to settle for
taking my usual role as “groupie” and seeing every performance
if my husband makes it into the show.

So anyway, back to this weekend – after the ceremony, we went
across the street and had dinner, which  was very good.  There
was  dancing,  ahem,  “dancing”  –  better  put  it  in  quotes
because, well, you’d understand if you saw the video, hehe. 
But the usual party dances were fun as always – The Chicken
Dance, YMCA, The Macarena – though time has allowed me to
forget how to do that one – I’ll have to practice for the next
party!  It was awesome to spend the evening with family and
friends and to watch my little ones dance in their gorgeous
matching outfits my mom had made for them – here’s a pic of my
two  middle  girls,  Disney  and  Samantha  with  their  cousin
Austin:

And it was super-fun to be able to slow dance with hubby again
– been awhile since we got to do  that too!  Thank you
sweetheart, for the best 10 years of my life – I love you!

And for all the guests who attended and are reading this,
thanks SO much for coming – it was a BLAST!!!  See you in 10! 
Well, ok, see you before that, but we do plan on doing this
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again for our 20th anniversary!


